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A novel ber-optic subscriber access network and
Optical Ampli er placement
Yatindra Nath Singh, Arvind Kumar, A. Sakthivel, Vandana Singh

Abstract | In this work, a new subscriber access network
architecture has been proposed. It uses optical add-drop
multiplexer (OADM) and wavelength division multiplexing
(WDM). In order to alleviate the limitation on supportable
number of users use of OAs has been investigated. It is
found that with all the degradations in OAs, the number of
users for a typical network is limited to 384.
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I. Introduction

LL-OPTICAL networks are of interest because they
are suppossed to use large available bandwidth in ber
to provide large capcities. The all-optical networks in subscriber access has been studied and experimented widely.
They are of interest because services requiring very high
bandwidth can only be provided to subscribers using ber.
Their had been many ber-optic subscriber access network
proposals e.g. FTTH ( ber to the home), FTTC ( ber to
the curb), TTOSS (totally transparent optical subscriber
system) [1], TPON (Telephony Passive Optical Network)
[2], and PPL (Passive Photonic Loop) [3].
Any subscriber loop architecture for wideband applications should have certain desirable properties. The access
equipments in subscriber premises should be low cost and
easy to maintain. The high cost equipments should be in
central oce. This reduces the cost per subscriber for the
network. The network should provide large bandwidth to
the subscribers. Further, as all the subscribers will not
initially subscribe to high bandwidth services, the architecture should be able to provide low bandwidth services
at much cheaper price. Later when the subscriber would
like to upgrade to a high bandwidth service, the service
provider should be able to do so at a small additional cost.
The protocol used must be simple and scalable. This is
very important, as the number of active subscribers will
change and protocol should eceintly accomodate all the
changes while keeping the network usage as high as possible. Further, the protocol overhead should be low. As
the bandwidth demand will increase in future, the carrier
company should be able to provide more capacity on the
same ber. This can be done using WDM technology.
In this paper a new scheme which will be useful as subscriber access network has been proposed. Any such network will su er from split losses which reduces the number
of subscribers that can be attached to the sytem. In view
of this, the use of optical ampli ers in the proposed architecture has also been investigated in this paper.

Fig. 1. Dual bus topology for SAN

II. Architecture

In any subscriber access network, there is a central oce
(CO). The subscribers are connected to central oce and
all the communication takes place through it. The central oce does all the management including metering and
billing. The proposed architecture for ber optic subscriber
access network is shown in Fig.1.
In this architecture, the subscribers are partitioned into
groups. Each group uses a common shared wavelength to
communicate to the central oce. The wavelength can be
shared among the subscribers in the group using a suitable
access protocol. An example of such a protocol is given in
[3], and many more can be designed.
There are two bers running from central oce through
all the subscriber groups. One ber carries as many wavelengths as the groups for downstream transmission. The
second ber is used for upstream trac. For providing
the group the access to one of the wavelength in the ber,
use of wavelength add-drop multiplexers is proposed. The
above topology is dual bus topology. One can use the adddrop multiplexers in ring con gurations also as shown in
Fig.2. In ring con guration, while a wavelength is dropped
for downstream transmission, the same wavelength can be
added for upstream transmission. The advantange of this
con gration is that only one ber is needed unlike two ber
in dual bus topology.
After a wavelength has been dropped at add-drop multiplexer, it is broadcasted to all the subscribers in a group
using star coupler. There is another parrallel broadcast
network for collecting upstream trac from all the subscribers.
In this network, the number of users which can be supported will be limited by split loss of star coupler and insertion loss of add-drop multiplexers. While WDM will be
providing large bandwidth, to use it e ectively the network
All corresspondence with Dr.Y.N.Singh, Electrical Engineering De- need to support large number of users. This can be done
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by placing the optical ampli ers appropriately.
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A. Optical Add Drop Multiplexers
Optical add-drop multiplexer can be made using
accousto-optic e ect or interferometeric e ect [6]. In an
add-drop multiplexer there are three ports: input port,
add-drop port and output port. Assuming that there are
1 : : : n,1 ; n wavelength at the input and i is dropped,
then at the add-drop port i is diverted. At the output
port all the other wavelengths (1 : : : i,1 i+1 : : : n,1 n )
will be there (Fig.3). When wavelength i is added then
at the input port i should not be there (i.e., input has
1 : : : i,1 i+1 : : : n,1 n ). At the output port all the
wavelengths (1 : : : n,1 n ) will be there (Fig.4)
B. Semiconductor Optical Ampli er
Semiconductor optical ampli ers (SOA) are made using
semiconductors (e.g., InGaAsP). The basic principal behind optical ampli cation is stimulated emission. In order to have stimulated emission, population inversion is
needed, which is created by electrical bias in SOA. The
gain and noise in these are modelled by the following equations


P
G = G0 exp , (G , 1) in
(1)
Psat
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Fig. 4. add function in OADM

Ssp = nsp h (G , 1)

(2)
In the above eqautions, G is SOA gain, G0 unsaturated
gain, Pin input power to SOA, Psat saturation power level,
Ssp ampli er sponataneous emission (ASE) noise power
spectral density, nsp spontaneous emission factor, h Plank's
constant, and  optical frequency.
In the next section the placement algorithm of the OAs
is given and thereafter main results are discussed.
watts=Hz:

III. OA placement in proposed architecture

In the proposed dual bus architecture, one can place optical ampli er all along the bus wherever required or after
the signal is dropped from OADM. Using the OA in the bus
gives the advantage that a single ampli er can amplify multiple wavelength and hence less number of ampli er will be
needed. While if SOA is placed in signal path after dropping from downstream or before adding the wavelength in
upstream direction, it will amplify only one wavelength.
Consequently, OA placement only in the bus has been considered. The basic algorithm which has been used is as
follows.
Only one ampli er is placed at a time. Let us term each
group as branch. First of all using computational analysis
number of branches which can be supported without OAs
are determined. The criterion for supporting a branch is
that BER should be less than 10,9. Let i branches are
supported without OAs. This means that if we want to
place an OA, there are i + 1 positions. Now the OA is
placed in each of the i +1 positions and number of branches
that can be supported are computed. Thereafter the OA
is placed in the position which leads to maximum number
of branches. In case if there are more than one position
supporting same number of branches, the position leading
to minimum BER in the worst a ected branch is choosen.
Once the position of rst OA is xed, let the supportable
number of branches be j . In that case j possible positions
for placement of OA are there. This is with the assumption
that more than one OA cannot be placed between two consecutive branches. In computational procedure, the next
OA is placed at each of the position and supportable number of branches alongwith the maximum BER (denoted
as BER for that OA position) among all the branches are
computed. The position which gives maximum number of
branches and thereafter minimum BER is choosen. This
algorithm is followed till no more increase in number of
branches is there.
The computational model considers three cases; network
with a) unsaturated OAs, b) average gain saturated OAs
and c) OAs with average gain saturation as well as gain
uctuations. The computational model is given in more
details in [8], [9] and has been adopted from [10].
IV. Computational Model

In computation, one of the most important thing is loss
model. If the transmitter power is known (say PT ) and
SOAs are not there between CO and receivers for which
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BER is computed, the loss (in dB) between transmitter
and receiver assuming that receiver is in ith group starting
from CO is given by
LTR = LW + Lsp (2i + 5) + i l + (i , 1)Lm + L12
+Li log2 n + 10 log10 n:

(3)

In the above equation, LW is insertion loss of wavelength
multiplexer at CO, Lsp splice loss, ber attenuation per
unit length, L the length of ber between two consecutive
OADMs, Lm insertion loss of OADM, L12 insertion loss for
drop signal in OADM, Li insertion loss of 2  2 couplers
used for making star coupler, and n the number of users in
a group.
The loss (in dB) between transmitter at CO and rst OA
is used to nd the input power to SOA. If the rst SOA
is placed before the ith group the loss between transmitter
and rst SOA is given by
LTAi = LW + 2iLsp + i L + (i , 1)Lm:

Maximum allowed transmitter power
Desired Bit error rate
Insertion loss of single 22 coupler
Fiber attenuation coecient
Insertion loss of splice
Distance between branches
Insertion loss for dropping signal in
OADM
Insertion loss for passing signal in OADM
Receiver load resistance
Operating wavelength
Optical Bandwidth
Electrical Bandwidth
Receiver temperature
Electron charge
Quantum eciency of photodiode
Responsivity of photodiode
Number of users per branch

given by

(5)

PT
Li
Lsp
L
L12
Lm
RL

Bo
Be
T
e

Ro
n

0 dBm
10,9
0.5dB
0.2 dB/km
0.5dB
5 km
0.5dB
0.7 dB
100
1.55 m
25 GHz
2.5 GHz
300o K
1.60210,19 C
1
1.28
32

TABLE II

(4)

If the two consecutive ampli ers are placed before ith and
j th OADM respectively, then loss (in dB) between them is
LAi Aj = 2(j , i)Lsp + (j , i)Lm + (j , i) L:

TABLE I

Typical parameter values

Pe for without OA
!
b#

Pe

0.00
0.05
0.10
1 1:0  10,39 8:1  10,33 3:9  10,27
2 3:9  10,19 6:1  10,16 2:6  10,13
b is number of branches,  extinction ratio

0.15
1:9  10,22
3:9  10,11

Further loss (in dB) between a receiver in lth branch and For the later case there is no improvement after placing
nearest ampli er (which is before tth OADM) is given by more that three OAs.
In this work a novel subscriber access network architecLA R = [2(l , t) + 4] Lsp + (l , t)Lm + L12 + (l , t) L
ture has been proposed and OA placement problem has
+Li log2 n + 10 log10 n
;t < b
been investigated. Cosidering the average gain uctuation
with gain uctuation case, only three ampli er can be used.
= [2(l , t) + 2] Lsp + (l , t)Lm + (l , t) L
means network can support 384 users per access ber.
+Li log2 n10 log10 n
; t = b (6) This
The system will need 12 WDM channels while providing
very good bandwidth (100Mbps) to each of the subscribers.
Here b is total number of branches in the network.
In order to compute the gain saturation, it is assumed
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V. Results and Conclusions
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TABLE III

Number of supported branches after placing first ideal
amplifier.

!
P#

Number of supported branches, Pe
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
I 19, ,11 18, ,18 18, ,15 18, ,12
8.710
4.710
4.810
1.510
II 18, ,21 17, ,18 17, ,15 17, ,12
8.910
4.710
4.810
1.810
III 17, ,11 16, ,18 16, ,15 16, ,12
8.910
4.810
4.910
1.510
P is position of ampli er placement,  extinction ratio
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Pe with one optical amplifier
b#
!

0.00

Pe

0.05
0.10
for b = 1 to 16, Pe is very small
2.810,45 2.410,37 7.410,31
1.010,21 4.710,18 4.810,15
8.910,11 


0.15

17
1.710,25
18
1.510,12
19

20 



b number of branches,  means BER is greater than 10,9 .
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TABLE VI

Number of supported branches vs. number of amplifiers

No. of ampli ers
5th
6th
7th

Supported branches after placing the
ampli er at optimum position
37
38
38

